Storage

Navigator Terminals UK

Who are Navigator?

Locations
London | Teesside | Wales

N

avigator Terminals is the UK’s largest
independent bulk liquid storage
provider, with more than 1.5 million
cubic metres of storage capacity.

The strategic locations of all four terminals provide safe, easy and
efficient access to the markets for both importers and exporters,
serving key demand centres within the UK.
Selected terminals are pipeline connected to local manufacturing
facilities and gas processing plants, and every Navigator Terminal
has been approved as an Upper Tier (Control of Major Accident
Hazards) COMAH site.
With state of the art gasoline blending facilities and industry
leading road loading racks, Navigator can ensure that their
customers have the best experience in the country.
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Navigator strengths

Safety

Trust

The safest working practises
and the highest levels of
protection for all our people,
our contractors and for the
environment are the utmost
importance to us.

With experienced and well
trained people, Navigator
can be depended upon to
deliver 100% satisfaction in
each and every service
we provide.

Reliability

Service

Based upon a strong
drive to deliver customer
service excellence in all our
operations, we invest in the
very best equipment for the
job and hold a worldwide
recognised quality standard.

Our local approach has led
to the creation of dedicated
customer service teams
across the UK, which
means our customers are
well looked after, where
expectations are met or
exceeded.

Navigator Terminals UK
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North Tees

With the region’s only deep water jetty and modern
rail distribution facilities, Navigator Terminals North
Tees is a fuel and crude storage hub for the North
East of the UK. The terminal has pipeline connections
to neighbouring Navigator Terminals Seal Sands,
and is connected to the ekofisk crude pipeline.

Seal Sands

287,000m3
168 tanks
3 jetties
Pipeline, truck
& vessel
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Situated on the North bank of the River Tees, Seal
Sands plays a key role in the supply chain of various
customers. The terminal is fully integrated into the
pipeline system of the UK’s largest chemical cluster;
with pipeline connections to plants in Wilton and
Billingham offering continuous delivery. Scotland,
The Midlands and North of England are all within a
3-hour drive.

36’N 001° 13’W

Pipeline, truck,
vessel & rail
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573,083m3
36 tanks
3 jetties

Windmill

42,000m3
12 tanks
2 jetties
Pipeline, truck
& vessel

Situated on the Bristol Channel, in Barry, the terminal
is fully integrated with the Windmill chemical complex
and is just 8 miles from the M4 motorway, providing
easy and rapid access to consumers within the
South of the UK.

Thames

378,000m3
86 tanks
3 jetties
Truck & vessel

Navigator Terminal Thames is the largest bulk liquid
terminal in the UK by the throughput volume. It is
strategically located on the River Thames with its
proximity to the M25 bringing the fuel, chemicals
and bitumen markets of the Home Counties,
London and the Midlands within easy and cost
effective reach.

Navigator Terminals UK
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Our Services
& UK Terminals

Chemicals
Safety

and

quality

are

Fuels

Biofuels

Investment in automatic Truck

Navigator
is
committed
to supporting the biofuels
industry and has the financial
strength and ambition to
invest in new tankage to help
manage new supply chain
requirements.

Navigator Terminal UK’s main

Loading

(ATL)

priorities for chemicals storage

means that our London and

and handling. Every product

Teesside facilities offer the

is treated with the greatest

most

respect and care.

getting your vehicles on the

efficient

equipment

method

of

road safely and quickly.
Navigator has demonstrated
its

expertise

operations

in

pipeline

through

the

integration of storage activities
with

its

local

chemical

production customers.
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Operational
expertise
is
available coupled with our
inline injection and blending
systems
meaning
that
customers
can
receive
additive or biofuel injection
conforming to the relevant
quality standards either in tank
or directly at the loading point.

Experience
in

and

blending

know-how

facilities

and

HM Revenue and Customs
requirements mean we can
help

manage

the

smooth

transition from feedstock to
finished road fuel standard
product.

navigatorterminals.com

North Tees
Navigator Terminals North Tees
off Huntsman Drive
Port Clarence
Middlesbrough
United Kingdom
TS2 1TT
Tel: +44 1642 735 884
Seal Sands
Navigator Terminals Seal Sands
Seal Sands
Middlesbrough
United Kingdom
TS2 1UA
Tel: +44 1642 546 767
Fax: +44 1642 543 601
Thames
Navigator Terminals Thames
Oliver Road
West Thurrock, Grays
Essex
RM20 3ED
Tel: +44 1708 863 399
Fax: +44 1708 683 700
Windmill
Navigator Terminals Windmill
Hayes Road
Sully
Penarth
United Kingdom
CF64 5RZ
Tel: +44 1446 736 677
Fax: +44 1446 736 669

mail@navigatorterminals.com

navigatorterminals.com

